Goal: The goal in creating the below expectations is to increase consistency across campus. We should be affording students a similar process and outcome regardless of where a student allegedly violates policy and who their conduct hearing officer is.

Sanctioning Requirements for the 2014-2015 academic year:

Alcohol:
1. Minor First Alcohol Violation (minor violations, including students with a BAC of .15 or lower)
   a. Alcohol Edu
   b. Disciplinary Probation
   c. Additional sanctions may be imposed

2. Major First Violation (students with a BAC of .16 or higher, or who are hospitalized) OR any Second Alcohol Violation
   a. Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention for College Students (BASICS)
   b. Parental Notification
   c. Extension of Disciplinary Probation
   d. Additional sanctions may be imposed

3. Third Alcohol Violation
   a. Substance Abuse Evaluation
   b. Parental Notification
   c. Extension of Disciplinary Probation for balance of undergraduate enrollment
   d. Additional sanctions for extenuating circumstances upon consultation with the DOS
   e. Housing Contract Termination (only applicable to students with a DOR contract)

4. Fourth Alcohol Violation
   a. Suspension from the University
   b. Housing Contract Termination (DOR only, if not previously cancelled)
   c. Parental Notification
   d. Required proof of treatment to return to UNI, minimum of 2 semesters out.

Marijuana:
1. First Marijuana Violation
   a. Marijuana eCheckup To Go and Consultation
   b. Parental Notification
   c. Disciplinary Probation
   d. Additional sanctions for extenuating circumstances

2. Second Marijuana Violation
   a. Substance Abuse Evaluation
   b. Parental Notification
   c. Extension of Disciplinary Probation
   d. Additional sanctions for extenuating circumstances

3. Third Marijuana Violation
   a. Suspension from the University
   b. Housing Contract Termination (only applicable to students with a DOR contract)
   c. Parental Notification
   a. Required proof of treatment to return to UNI, minimum of 2 semesters out
Department of Residence Clarification:
1. Students present in a room where alcohol or marijuana is present, but found not responsible for consuming
   a. First incident – University Warning
   b. Second and all subsequent incidents – same as participating, start with #1 under alcohol or marijuana

2. Room contract holders present during documentation will be held responsible for alcohol or marijuana in their rooms
   a. First and all subsequent incidents – same as participating, hosting, and/or providing, start with #1 under alcohol or marijuana

Disciplinary Probation Guidelines:
For alcohol and marijuana violations,
1. Students currently not on probation should be sanctioned to disciplinary probation to the end of the current semester, plus one semester.
2. Students currently on probation should have their probation extended for an additional semester.